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By John Blankenship

McGraw-Hill/Tab Electronics. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 396 pages. Dimensions:
9.1in. x 7.3in. x 1.2in.The first hands-on programming guide for todays robot hobbyist Get ready to
reach into your programming toolbox and control a robot like never before! Robot Programmers
Bonanza is the one-stop guide for everyone from robot novices to advanced hobbyists who are
ready to go beyond just building robots and start programming them to perform useful tasks.
Using the versatile RobotBASIC programming language, youll discover how to prototype your
creative ideas using the integrated mobile robot simulator and then port your finished programs to
nearly any hardwaresoftware configuration. You can even use the built-in wireless protocol to
directly control real-world robots that can be built from readily available sensors and actuators.
Start small by making your robot follow a line, hug a wall, and avoid drop-offs or restricted areas.
Then, enable your robot to perform more sophisticated actions, such as locating a goal, sweeping
the floor, or navigating a home or office. Packed with illustrations and plenty of inspiration, the
unique Robot Programmers Bonanza even helps you teach your robot to become intelligent and
adapt to its behavior! Everything you need to program and control a robot!...
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ReviewsReviews

This sort of publication is almost everything and taught me to hunting forward and much more. Yes, it is actually play, continue to an amazing and
interesting literature. I am pleased to tell you that this is basically the best book we have read through inside my individual life and could be he finest book
for ever.
-- Enr ique Ritchie Sr .-- Enr ique Ritchie Sr .

A high quality ebook along with the font employed was fascinating to read. It really is writter in easy phrases rather than confusing. I am just easily can get
a satisfaction of looking at a composed publication.
-- Isa i B r a dtke-- Isa i B r a dtke
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